
 

Bose Sounddock 10 Drivers

on the front of the sounddock 10, there are the same four buttons as on the remote, and the lights that shine through the plastic strip on the bottom left corner. as with the remote, theres a
little black button on the left side of the front of the sounddock 10 that lets you pause your ipod or iphone playback. bose also puts a little earphone jack on the front of the sounddock 10,

but its rated for only 40 watts, so youll need to supply your own headphone. bose includes two sets of included headphones, one in the box and the other in the packaging. bose sounddock
10 includes two sets of included headphones, one in the box and the other in the packaging. while this means you wont have to buy headphones separately, it doesnt leave much budget for

other speakers, cables, or anything else. bose includes two sets of included headphones, one in the box and the other in the packaging. in short, the answer is yes. the sounddock 10 is a
mammoth-sized wireless speaker that outperforms most, and in some ways even bests most of them. although its not the smallest of its kind, bose sounddock 10 is far the heaviest, most
expensive, and heaviest-weighted. and while others such as bowers+wilkins zeppelin make serious claims about the quality of their sound, sounddock 10s is about sound, not looks, and it

makes a very convincing case that the companies best-known ipod/iphone speaker is actually the best-sounding speaker for its size. the sounddock 10, with its large mesh face and colorful-
yet-minimalistic body, looks every bit as good as the best apple-branded products while costing around one-third to one-half as much. and while the sounddock series ii was our editors
choice winner in our sounddock series ii review, sounddock 10 has been one of the most popular systems at ces 2012, so we wanted to see how it stacked up against its predecessor.
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theres another reason for the lack of grilles: sound. the sounddock
10s speakers are very well built, and weve yet to hear a defect in a

speaker of this type. if we werent talking about it, wed recommend it
to anyone who wanted something small, bright, and compact to hook

up to their ipod and iphone. but even for those who dont want to
spend $600 on a speaker system, the sounddock 10 is a good option.

it cost a lot of money to build, but thats only because there are so
many parts inside of it, and theres nothing to obstruct the sound. its

speakers are not as durable as some of the competition, and it
doesnt have any user-replaceable parts, so if it breaks, youre out of
luck. but if it lasts through the years, it will deliver good sound for
quite a while, and its heft and high profile keep it out of the way of
your desk or table, so its hard to say that its an ugly addition to any

room. if its possible to turn down the volume on bose, it doesnt
happen with the sounddock 10, and its audio is probably the cleanest
weve heard on the market. bose did a good job of matching the ipod

and iphone docks in the way its ports work with their digital audio
players. the sounddock 10s left speaker is a dual port designed to

feed both of the iphones in the ipod dock, and the only thing you can
hook into the right speaker is an adapter for the 3.5-millimeter

headphone jack on your iphone. it seems very smart, but if youre like
us, youll be more interested in charging your iphone from the

sounddock 10s right speaker than using its headphone jack. as noted
above, the bose sounddock 10 uses a full range of analog and digital

inputs and outputs, which means you can use it with your home
network or connect it to a powered home audio system with multiple
outputs. however, its best to plan on spending a little time tinkering
with your home audio system to get it to work with it if you want to

use your sounddock 10 as the central component of your audio
system. 5ec8ef588b
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